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N°53
Creso   Lella & Massimo Vignelli, 1988  
Florian   Vico Magistretti, 1989 
Gong   Gianfranco Frattini, 1987 
Jot   Giotto Stoppino, 1976  
Life sofa  Roberto Monsani, 1975 
Life system Roberto Monsani, 1975 
Med  Giotto Stoppino, Lodovico Acerbis. 1983 
Menhir   Giotto Stoppino, Lodovico Acerbis, 1983  
Maestro   Gianfranco Frattini, 1997 
Serenissimo  Lella & Massimo Vignelli, David Law, 1985 
Sheraton   Giotto Stoppino, Lodovico Acerbis, 1977 
Spiros   Vico Magistretti, 1987  
Storet   Nanda Vigo, 1994 
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Sheraton
Design Giotto Stoppino, Lodovico Acerbis
Year  1977

70

280 49

A design icon outside time and fashion. Sheraton provides a new 
balance between an extremely simple and formally pure closed 
cabinet and one which is more functional and open, with sliding 
and aligned doors. It represents the evolution of a model which 
was designed with such formal perfection that it has remained 
unchanged since 1977. The changes involved new finishes and 
colour variations that underline its value, without changing its 
essence. 

Structure and Top 
A sideboard with ‘sliding-hinged’ open doors. A brand-new 
system that combines a sliding and hinged opening. The doors 
and top are glossy lacquered in: black, white, SW white, linen, 
sand, clay, burgundy, pink, dark green, mustard yellow, brick red 
and navy blue.  
The frames are in chromed metal. 

Available version equipped with lighting.

*Case in matt lacquer, in the same colour as the exterior. 
Drawer in veneer dark stained walnut; 3 transparent glass shelves. 
The central compartment has room for additional internal drawers.

L280 D49 H70

Awards

1979. Wins the Compasso d’Oro ADI
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Design  Giotto Stoppino, Lodovico Acerbis
Year  1977

ES59

LL06

LL25

LL24

LL12

LL09

LL10

LL15

LL02

LL21LL20 LL22 LL23

Drawer

Door and top finishes
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Sideboards

Sheraton
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Version size code size inside finish doors and top finish

L280 D49 H70
A central drawer and
three glass shelves are
included in the price

F0128097.105L280 W280 = L280 S096 = dark stained walnut ES59 F007 = glossy lacquered white LL02

F023 = glossy lacquered black LL06

F130 = glossy lacquered burgundy LL20

F131 = glossy lacquered pink LL21

F132 = glossy lacquered dark green LL22

F133 = glossy lacquered mustard yellow LL23

F134 = glossy lacquered brick red LL24

F136 = glossy lacquered clay LL15

F142 = glossy lacquered SW white LL09

F146 = glossy lacquered linen LL10

F147 = glossy lacquered sand LL12

F156 = glossy lacquered Navy blue LL25

*Case in matt lacquer, in the same colour as the exterior. Drawer in veneer dark stained walnut; transparent glass shelves.

Version equipped with
lighting
L280 D49 H70
A central drawer and
three glass shelves are
included in the price

F0128197.850L280 W280 = L280 S096 = dark stained walnut ES59 F007 = glossy lacquered white LL02

F023 = glossy lacquered black LL06

F130 = glossy lacquered burgundy LL20

F131 = glossy lacquered pink LL21

F132 = glossy lacquered dark green LL22

F133 = glossy lacquered mustard yellow LL23

F134 = glossy lacquered brick red LL24

F136 = glossy lacquered clay LL15

F142 = glossy lacquered SW white LL09

F146 = glossy lacquered linen LL10

F147 = glossy lacquered sand LL12

F156 = glossy lacquered Navy blue LL25

*Case in matt lacquer, in the same colour as the exterior. Drawer in veneer dark stained walnut; transparent glass shelves.

F_ _ _ _ _ _code composition W_ _ _ S_ _ _ F_ _ _

code size inside finish doors and top finish

Version typology

Power supply kit
not included in the
modules;
it can be added
separately

F02709194 9901 = kit US

9902 = kit EU

9903 = kit UK

F_ _ _ _ _ _code composition 0 _ _ _

code typology

Version code finish

Additional internal
drawer for central
compartment

F012808418 S096 = dark stained walnut ES59 NB: You can add up to a maximum of 3 drawers.

F_ _ _ _ _ _code composition F_ _ _

code finish
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Med
Design  Giotto Stoppino, Lodovico Acerbis 
Year  1983

77

48

42 

46

50

The Med chair embodies the experimental approach of Giotto 
Stoppino and Lodovico Acerbis towards the material and its 
craftsmanship. Designed in 1983, it has been reproduced 
faithfully to the original design rediscovered in the Acerbis 
historical archives. 
With its contrasting curves and linearity, the seat has now been 
given new dimensions and more graceful proportions for its legs 
and wood structure. 
Characterised by unique details such as the cross-section of the 
legs—reminiscent of the iconic Flatiron Building in Manhattan, 
New York—and the crossbars between them, their repetition a 
distinctive graphic signature, the Med seat is the perfect partner 
for any style of table. 
The structure in wood is embellished with upholstery in vibrant 
colours, making Acerbis and Stoppino’s design a versatile 
addition to the Remasters collection.

Back and seat 
Back and seat in curved plywood, with polyurethane padding 
and fabric upholstery. The upholstery is non-removable and 
completely covers the backrest and seat. 
 
Structure  
The frame is made of solid ash stained black or dark stained 
walnut; these special processes require great craftsmanship and 
also a profound knowledge of wood, synonymous with quality 
and authenticity. 
 
NB: Due to the nature of the seat, outdoor use is not 
recommended.

L48 D50 H77
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Design  Giotto Stoppino, Lodovico Acerbis 
Year  1983

Structure

Black ash structure detail
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Med
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Version size category as
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category
fabric
colour frame finish

4-legged wooden base,
padded backrest and
seat

L48 D50 H77
fabric 1.5 x H1.4 m

F052601813 785B

827 799C

840 812C.O.M.

858 831E

911 883G

1.002 975nuvola
leather

1.152 1.121Nabuk

C002 = B

C003 = C

C030 = C.O.M.

C005 = E

C007 = G

C025 = nuvola leather

C027 = Nabuk fo
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S095 = black ash ES58

S096 = dark stained walnut ES59

Cover: cat.B Maia; cat.C Anima and Sand; cat.E Paradise; cat.G Moss, Sunday and Opera; Leather Nuvola and Nabuk

F_ _ _ _ _ _code composition C_ _ _ R_ _ _ S_ _ _

code category
fabric
colour frame finish
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Life system
Design  Roberto Monsani
Year  1975

48

40

64 

64

200

64 

64

200

48

40

68

In the early seventies, Roberto Monsani reinterpreted living 
rooms with the Life system as a solution to meet the needs of 
contemporary lifestyles.  
Based on a purist conception of form and material, Life is a 
system of wall-covering panels, voids and solids that diffuses 
soft ambient light thanks to back-lighting. 
Today, imperceptibly re-proportioned and reworked in the name 
of versatility, it has been made extra luxurious with a satin-
finished glass with narrow linear ribbing, diffused LED lights, 
lightweight glass shelves, and a chequered effect in the bright, 
vivid colours of the vintage cars as seen by Meda and Lopez 
Quincoces. The modern lighting allows the cubes to be aligned 
flush with the wall and, in keeping with Acerbis’ unique talent for 
locking systems, the hinges have been made invisible to enhance 
the marked lines of the cubic design.  
The wall-mounted system satisfies a contemporary need for 
flexible big-impact furnishings. 
 
Panels and Storage 
The panels and body of the units are in medium-density wood 
fibre, all lacquered in white with a matt finish. 
 
The unit doors have a glossy lacquer finish in the following 
colours: burgundy, pink, dark green, mustard yellow, brick red, 
navy blue, sand, clay, linen, white and black. 
The doors are reversible; swing direction can be reversed during 
assembly.  
 
 

The units have concealed hinges inside the cabinet structure. 
The back of the unit is fitted with narrow linear ribbed glass, 
softened by a special satin finish for a unique tactile and visual 
sensation.  
The glass allows light to diffuse evenly inside the cabinet. 
A polished stainless steel ferrule enhances the detail and creates 
a superb finish. 
 
Lighting 
Life system is always equipped with lighting system. 
Satin methacrylate spacers have been used to create a gap 
between the units and panels into which the lighting source is 
inserted, diffusing light not only to the rear but also illuminating 
the inside of the unit via a hole cut out inside. 
The system is fitted with low-energy LED light strips (max. 4 
watts per bar). Colour temperature 2700° K. 
The LED strips are inserted into a special aluminium profile fitted 
with an opal screen for light diffusion. 
The electrical components comply with current European 
standards. The panels come complete with ready-to-use 
electrical connectors. Installation must only be carried out by a 
professional, following the safety regulations in each country. 
 
Wall mounting 
When fixing units to walls, the choice of the appropriate wall 
plug for the type of wall is left to the professional fitter, and the 
company therefore declines all liability. 
 
NB: all modules can be wall-mounted or laid on the ground

One-cube panel
L64 D48 H200

End panel, left side
with/without switch Central panel

End panel, right side
with/without switch

End panel, left side
with/without switch Central panel

End panel, right side
with/without switch

Two-cube panel
L64 D48 H200
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Design Roberto Monsani
Year 1975

LL06

LL25

LL24

LL12

LL09

LL10

LL15

LL02

LL21LL20 LL22 LL23

L073

Example of composition Additional glass shelf

Structure finishes

Doors finishes

Hinge detail
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Wall units

Life system
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Version size frame finish door finish
panel
position version

One-cube panel

For the end panel,
always specify the
switch position in the
composition: LH or RH
side

L64 D48 H200 F0271013.708intermediat
e

3.950End panel
with switch

3.708End panel
without
switch

F008 = matt lacquered white LO73 F007 = glossy lacquered white LL02

F023 = glossy lacquered black LL06

F130 = glossy lacquered burgundy
LL20

F131 = glossy lacquered pink LL21

F132 = glossy lacquered dark green
LL22

F133 = glossy lacquered mustard
yellow LL23

F134 = glossy lacquered brick red
LL24

F136 = glossy lacquered clay LL15

F146 = glossy lacquered linen LL10

F147 = glossy lacquered sand LL12

F156 = glossy lacquered Navy blue
LL25

L001 = R

L002 = L

L003 = C

Two-cube panel

For the end panel,
always specify the
switch position in the
composition: LH or RH
side

L64 D48 H200 F0271026.375intermediat
e

6.617End panel
with switch

6.375End panel
without
switch

F008 = matt lacquered white LO73 F007 = glossy lacquered white LL02

F023 = glossy lacquered black LL06

F130 = glossy lacquered burgundy
LL20

F131 = glossy lacquered pink LL21

F132 = glossy lacquered dark green
LL22

F133 = glossy lacquered mustard
yellow LL23

F134 = glossy lacquered brick red
LL24

F136 = glossy lacquered clay LL15

F146 = glossy lacquered linen LL10

F147 = glossy lacquered sand LL12

F156 = glossy lacquered Navy blue
LL25

L001 = R

L002 = L

L003 = C

F_ _ _ _ _ _code composition F_ _ _ F_ _ _ L _ _ _ V_ _ _

The cubes are equipped with shelf.
code frame finish door finish

panel
position version

Version size

Additional termpered
glass shelf, 5 mm
thickness

L60 D34 F027098-000183

Version typology

Power supply kit
not included in the
modules;
it can be added
separately

F01292054 9901 = kit US

9902 = kit EU

9903 = kit UK

F_ _ _ _ _ _code composition 0 _ _ _

code typology
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General sales conditions
Retail prices, VAT excluded for EU countries

1. Acceptance of orders
2. Changes to orders
3.  Delivery date
4. Goods delivery
5. Delivery conditions
6. Payment terms
7. Special products
8. Complaints and claims
9.	 Colour	and	finishing	(allowed	tolerances)
10. Warranty

1. Acceptance of orders

Every order is accepted with reservation by MDF Italia. 
MDF	Italia’s	confirmation	of	order	is	to	be	considered	as	final	
and binding, unless further communication is received from 
the	purchaser	on	the	date	of	receipt	of	the	order	confirmation	
document.

2. Changes to orders

Changes	to	orders	will	be	accepted	no	later	than	six	(6)	days	after	
receiving	MDF	Italia’s	order	confirmation.	

3. Delivery date

The	delivery	date	on	the	order	confirmation	is	approximate	and	
thus cannot provide grounds for cancellation of the order and/or 
claims for damages. 

4. Goods delivery

Goods will be delivered to the Retailer’s warehouse. 
At the time of delivery, the Retailer must check the quantities 
and condition of packaging with the utmost care, and inform 
the carrier of any anomalies in compliance with paragraph on 
COMPLAINTS AND CLAIMS.
MDF Italia shall not be held liable in the event of deliveries made 
to addresses other than that of the dealer. 

5. Delivery conditions

Unless otherwise agreed, in the EU countries and in Switzerland, 
products are free port for orders totalling a minimum net amount 
of	Euro	1.000.00	(VAT	excluded);	for	orders	below	this	amount,	
the	sum	of	Euro	100.00	(VAT	excluded)	will	be	charged	per	
delivery.
For other countries, sales conditions are meant ex works. In this 
case, purchaser is exclusively responsible for transport costs.
In the event of air shipment, a 6% extra charge for reinforced 
packaging will apply.

6. Payment terms

Payment terms shall be as originally agreed and stated in the 
order	confirmation	document.
MDF Italia reserves the right to suspend delivery, in case of any 
evident breach of these terms.
In the event of late payment, MDF Italia shall be entitled to claim 
interest	at	the	official	ECB	interest	rate,	i.e.	EURIBOR	+8%	 
(Client/Leg.	Decree	dated	9/10/2002	n.231),	to	be	calculated	
commencing from the date the payment falls due until the date of 
full settlement, plus bank charges.
All	products	remain	officially	under	MDF	Italia	ownership	until	full	
payment for the order is received from the purchaser.
 
7. Special products

MDF Italia reserves the right to accept, at its own discretion, 
orders	for	goods	with	measurements	or	finishing	not	provided	in	
the catalogue/price list. Any such goods will be priced separately 
for each order. 
MDF Italia acceptance shall depend on technical evaluations, as 
well as on mere commercial evaluations. 

The sales conditions set forth below are deemed to be accepted fully and unconditionally when 
the purchaser sends a purchase order.
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8. Complaints and claims

“Complaints” are any grievances or objections from the dealer 
with	respect	to	the	defects	or	differences	of	the	goods	supplied.	
At the time goods are received, the dealer must verify conformity 
of	the	order	with	respect	to	the	order	confirmation	received	from	
MDF Italia.
Any complaint and/or claim concerning products must be sent 
in writing to MDF Italia. The dealer cannot assert conditions 
associated with nonconforming goods if he fails to verify 
conformity as stated, or if he fails to inform MDF Italia of the claim 
within the following period of time:
a)	within	seven	(7)	days	from	the	date	the	goods	are	delivered	if	
the	goods	received	were	incomplete	or	different	from	what	was	
written on the accompanying documentation and/or products 
had	damage	to	packaging;	in	these	cases,	it	is	indispensable	
to	write	that	the	order	is	accepted	with	reservation	(indicating	
the	product	and	type	of	damage)	on	the	both	copies	of	the	
accompanying documentation, for the carrier and for the 
recipient,	and	to	also	send	a	copy	to	the	sales	agent	of	reference;
b)	within	eight	(8)	days	-	but	not	more	than	six	(6)	months	-	from	
the	discovery	of	damage	that	was	not	immediately	evident;	
the claim must be accompanied by photographs of the defect 
mentioned	in	the	claim;	if	the	product	is	new	(just	received	by	
the	dealer,	or	just	delivered	by	the	dealer	to	the	final	client)	it	is	
indispensable to send full view photographs of the packaging in 
which the product was delivered.
Unless the dealer complies with the above terms, he forfeits the 
warranty on the delivered goods. After the above-mentioned 
terms have passed, the dealer does not have the right to start 
any action for recovery pursuant to art. 131 Leg. Decree dated 
6.09.2005 n. 206.
If the complaint is accepted by MDF Italia, the company shall 
decide, at its sole discretion to repair or replace the goods, or to 
credit the client’s account, completely or partially, for their value.
The responsibility of MDF Italia is limited in any case to the value 
of the goods that were acknowledged as defective.
MDF Italia cannot accept responsibility upholstered goods 
made with material supplied by the client, or for goods that have 
been damaged in consequence of their storage in inadequate 
environments	(i.e.	due	to	the	humidity	or	excess	of	heat).	
The company also refuses responsibility for damage or harm 
(also	to	third	parties)	deriving	from	tampering,	normal	wear,	
failure to comply with assembly and maintenance instructions or 
improper use. 
Claims	made	with	methods	and	timing	different	that	those	
specified	will	not	be	recognised.
MDF Italia takes no responsibility in the case of assembly 
performed by non-skilled personnel or by the end consumer.
In any event, the goods may not be returned, unless MDF Italia’s 
express written consent has been obtained.
If the return is authorised, goods must be returned in the original 
packaging, or packaged with great care and diligence to avoid 
any damage resulting from their return.  
Unauthorised returns shall be reshipped to the sender, which 
shall be responsible for all relating transport costs.

9. Colour and finishing (allowed tolerances)

Colours of various lots of raw materials used can change from 
lot to lot. Therefore, the colours shown in the sample catalogue 
(fabrics,	leathers,	wood	finishes,	glass	etchings,	various	other	
materials)	or	in	images	on	the	MDF	website	must	be	considered	
as approximate and cannot be used as a reason for complaint or 
claim. 
By	accepting	the	order	confirmation	document,	the	dealer	
accepts possible tolerances with regard to colour.
The	finishes	and	products	made	of	wood	can	show	colour	
variations over time, due to exposure to light and ageing of the 
wood itself.
Should products be subsequently added to the order or should 
different	products	with	the	same	finish	be	ordered,	MDF	Italia	
cannot guarantee that shades or wood grain will be identical.
The company, in developing new commercial strategies, has the 
right	to	modify	designs,	materials	or	finishings	in	order	to	improve	
the product, but without giving prior notice to the dealer and 
without being bound to consult the dealer.
 
10. Warranty

MDF Italia products are covered by warranty.
In relation to products on this price list, MDF Italia applies a 
warranty valid for one year from the date of product delivery 
(ex	art.	1495	of	the	Italian	Civil	Code);	the	dealer	is	obligated	to	
provide	a	two-year	warranty	on	the	product	for	the	final	user	
of the product, pursuant to terms prescribed in artt. 128 and 
subsequent	of	Leg.	Decree	dated	206/2005	(the	so-called	
Consumer	Code).

For all issued not contained in these General Sales Conditions, 
the	provisions	of	the	Italian	Civil	Code	will	apply;	in	the	event	of	
disputes, the courts of Milan shall have exclusive competence 
and jurisdiction.



Acerbis is a brand of MDF Italia Srl 
Headquarters via Fratelli Cervi, 4/A, 22066 Mariano Comense (CO)

T +39 031 7570301
acerbis@mdfitalia.it

acerbisdesign.com
@acerbis_design


	Sideboards
	Sheraton
	[Version] L280 D49 H70
A central drawer and three glass shelves are included in the price
	[Version] Version equipped with lighting
L280 D49 H70
A central drawer and three glass shelves are included in the price
	[Version] Power supply kit 
not included in the modules; 
it can be added separately
	[Version] Additional internal drawer for central compartment


	Chairs
	Med
	[Version]
4-legged wooden base, padded backrest and seat


	Wall units
	Life system
	[Version]
One-cube panel

For the end panel, always specify the switch position in the composition: LH or RH side
	[Version]
Two-cube panel

For the end panel, always specify the switch position in the composition: LH or RH side
	[Version] Additional termpered glass shelf, 5 mm thickness
	[Version] Power supply kit 
not included in the modules; 
it can be added separately



